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Forward Movement Confirmed

Share Price: 291p
360

This morning’s Interim Management Statement confirmed that
yields in the healthcare property sub-sector have continued to
strengthen, and have moved from 6% at end-December to 5.8%
currently. On this basis the net asset value of Primary Health
Properties would be 300p, rather than the 280p (on an EPRA
basis) at the last year-end. This means that Primary Health
Properties shares are once again trading at a discount to net asset
vaue.
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PHP raised £60m of additional capital last year giving it the
flexibility to add, with gearing, up to £180m of additional properties
to its portfolio of GPs’ surgeries, benefiting from both economies of
scale and the significant differential available at present between
rental yields and funding costs. The company needs to get that
invested quickly in order to avoid earnings dilution, and by endApril £48m had been invested in 21 new properties, taking the
portfolio value to £394m on the basis used for valuations at endDecember, c£410m on the new yield basis. This news is
encouraging, and we expect PHP to add a further £30-40m of fully
let properties to the portfolio by end-June.
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Sourc e: Fides s a

12m High: 325p
12m Low: 236p
Market Cap: £180m
Shares in Issue: 61.5m
NAV/Share: 280p at 31.12.2009, est. 300p
currently, both on EPRA basis

Rental growth on rent reviews has been slowing, and is now at an
annualized rate of 2.4% compared to just over 3% previously.
Rents are reviewed three yearly, and this reflects the low rates of
inflation in 2008 and 2009. Ironically, the inflation rate has
increased again in recent months, and for the first time in many
years rent reviews are coming in lower than the current inflation
rate. We expect this to be a temporary phenomenon, and over
time rent reviews should comfortably out-pace inflation because of
work undertaken improving and extending properties, an
increasingly important part of management’s workload.

Gearing: 49% at 12/09
Interest Cover: 1.9X
EPIC Code: PHP
Sector: Real Estate
Market: London Full List
Brokers: Numis Securities/Peel Hunt
PR: Pelham Bell Pottinger +44 (0)20 7861 3232
Website: www.phpgroup.co.uk
Description: PHP lets out GP surgeries to GP
partnerships on long term leases. The rent GPs
pay is reimbursed by the public sector.

Primary Health Properties yields a prospective 5.9%. The shares
have been left behind by the recent market rally and institutional
quality shares with this kind of yield are becoming very hard to
find. As a full London Stock Exchange listing, the shares can be
included in private client ISA portfolios.
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Primary Health Properties has increased its dividend every year
since it joined the stock market 15 years ago, a record that is unmatched by any other quoted company. We expect this to
continue, and for dividends to both be increased again and fully
covered in 2010 and 2011.
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Management

Major Shareholders

Chairman: Graeme Elliott

Aberdeen Asset Management
Harry Hyman (inc. Nexus Group)
Blackrock
Legal & General
.

Managing Director: Harry Hyman
Property Management: A team of seven based
in Woking.

Key Dates
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Key Milestones
1994

Business model put forward by Harry Hyman

1995

Purchase of small portfolio and incorporation

1996

Floated on AIM, shortly afterwards upgrading
to the Official List.

2002

Wanless Review proposing reforms in the NHS

2007

PHP converts to REIT status
Darzi Interim Report launching the reform of
public primary care

Interim Results: Early September 2010

2008
(£15.6m)

(May) Largest single acquisition, Port Talbot
(June) Darzi Review expanding on initial reform

2009

(March) £3m capital raising at 220p
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(September) £60m equity capital raising at
230p, comprising placing and 1-for-5 rights
issue.

2010
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Purchase of CareCapital property portfolio for
£24m.
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Disclaimer
The conclusions and opinions expressed in the investment research accurately reflect the views of the first named analyst. Hardman & Co provides
professional independent research services and the companies researched pay a set fee in order for this research to be made available. While the
information in the research is believed to be correct, this cannot be guaranteed. There are no other conflicts of interest.
Neither Hardman & Co nor the analysts responsible for this research own shares in the companies analysed in this research note. Neither do they hold
any other securities or derivatives (including options and warrants) in the companies concerned. Hardman & Co does not transact corporate finance and
therefore does not earn corporate finance fees. It does not buy or sell shares, and does not undertake investment business either in the UK or
elsewhere.
Hardman & Co does not make recommendations. Accordingly we do not publish records of our past recommendations. Where a Fair Value price is
given in a research note this is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes, and not a forecast of a likely share price.
Our research is issued in good faith but without legal responsibility and is subject to change or withdrawal without notice. Members of the professional
investment community are encouraged to contact the analyst concerned.
This research is provided for the use of the professional investment community, market counterparties and sophisticated and high net worth investors as
defined in the rules of the regulatory bodies. It is not intended to be made available to unsophisticated individuals. In the UK, any such individual who
comes into possession of this research should consult their properly authorized professional adviser, or undertake one of the ‘self certified’ sophisticated
investor tests that are available.
This research is not an offer to buy or sell any security.
Past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future and the price of shares, and the income derived from them, may fall as well as rise and the
amount realised may be less than the original sum invested. For AIM and PLUS shares, it is the opinion of the regulator that risks are higher.
Furthermore the marketability of these shares is often restricted.
This document must not be accessed or used in any way that would be illegal in any jurisdiction.
In some cases research is only issued electronically and in some cases printed research will be received by those on our distribution lists later than
those receiving research electronically.
The report may be reproduced either whole or in part on condition that attribution is given to Hardman & Co, and on condition that Hardman & Co
accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
Hardman & Co is not regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA).
© Hardman & Co.
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